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11 ABSTRACT
12 This paper provides a first attempt at the construction of a unified, homogeneous inventory of
13 different classes of urban settlements in the European space, building on the approach of
14 international institutions such as OECD and the EU in relation to larger urban areas and
15 extending it to the specific challenge presented by smaller settlements. Its objective is twofold.
16 The first is to address the fundamental empirical problem that was central to the development
17 of the ESPON 2013 project ‘Small and Medium sized Towns in their Functional Territorial
18 Context’ (TOWN), that is the proper geographic identification of different classes of urban
19 settlements. The second is to introduce one basic classification of urban settlements, and two
20 more refined typologies of small and medium sized towns (SMST). These typologies are used to
21 provide a first impression of territorial structures of urbanisation throughout Europe, further
22 elaborated in functional terms in the TOWN project.
23
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25

26 INTRODUCTION

27 The main goals of this paper are, first, to pres-
28 ent a method to identify small and medium-
29 sized towns (SMST) in the European space;
30 and, subsequently, to provide details of the
31 steps and the problems faced in the develop-
32 ment of a geodatabase which could be used
33 for further analysis of the spatial distribution
34 and roles of SMST, such as those presented in
35 other contributions to this special issue. It
36 then proceeds to provide a first impression of
37 territorial structures of urbanisation through-
38 out Europe. Our motivation in this sense is to
39 fill the gaps in current classifications devel-
40 oped by the EU and OECD, which were
41 remarkably functional to the development of a

42thorough classification and analysis of the
43inner diversity of functional urban areas and
44metropolitan systems. Preserving this concep-
45tual and operational approach, we extend it to
46analyse the full range and diversity of urban
47settlement types.
48Two main fundamental theoretical and
49empirical problems (which have been central
50to the development of the ESPON ‘TOWN’
51project1) are thus addressed: first, the proper
52geographic identification of urban settle-
53ments; and second, the specification of a set
54of criteria for the classification of urban
55types, bringing to the fore the specific status
56of small and medium-sized towns. While the
57former is generally dealt with through geo-
58matic methods (Guerois et al 2012), the latter
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59 has been mostly addressed through the iden-
60 tification of meaningful thresholds of popu-
61 lation within a predefined jurisdictional unit
62 (Bloom et al. 2010; Montgomery 2010). Cri-
63 tiques of such purely population-based
64 approach can be traced back to the work of
65 Wirth (1969, quoted by Brenner & Schmid
66 2014), whose theory of urbanism paid atten-
67 tion to spatial interdependencies and shifting
68 territorial arrangements. Brenner and
69 Schmid (2014) also criticise this approach
70 for the subsumed reduction of territorial
71 complexity to an urban-rural dichotomy,
72 without any meaningful connotation of the
73 rural territory except its residual role with
74 respect to the urban dimension. Yet, in an
75 increasingly globalised context, ‘many rural
76 areas have as many links to distant regions
77 across Europe or the rest of the world as
78 they do to adjacent urban areas.’ (Copus
79 et al. 2011, p. 11). This implies that the full
80 complexity of the urban phenomenon and
81 its territorial encasing can only be grasped
82 looking at the multi-layered relationships
83 between socio-spatial structures with involve
84 links and flows that are not only physical and
85 human in nature but extend to the immate-
86 rial, the virtual and even the symbolic realm.
87 The general approach of the ESPON
88 ‘TOWN’ project, which is the main research
89 programme from which this paper draws
90 from, has been sensible to these critiques;
91 indeed it aimed at analysing SMST in their
92 ‘functional territorial context’, as the title of
93 the project says. Thus, it developed various
94 branches of research to analyse the func-
95 tional relations of SMST within urban sys-
96 tems, their performance (as compared to
97 that of larger urban areas), and their trajec-
98 tories of evolution in terms of productive
99 structures. This analysis has specifically

100 focused on the 2000 decade, when long-term
101 spatial trends have conjured with the 2007
102 financial slump in bringing forward excep-
103 tional conditions for smaller urban areas –
104 either at great risk of ‘disconnection’ from
105 urban cores or an altogether new ‘field of
106 opportunities’ for new territorial cohesion
107 strategies. In any case, the objectives of this
108 research frame the methods and criteria
109 used to identify and characterise its basic
110 object, the urban areas; and this is a complex

111task which needed to take into due account
112the homogeneity of the sources used.
113As to classifications based on a pure popu-
114lation criterion (generally, density), the sour-
115ces typically refer to census data at the level
116of local administrative units. Considering
117that often a LAU contains portions of both
118rural and urban areas, some studies use
119smaller statistical units, such as blocks or cen-
120sus zones, in order to improve spatial accu-
121racy. Unfortunately, these data are not
122available for most countries, and moreover
123data at this spatial scale are remarkably inho-
124mogeneous across countries or even regions
125within the same country.
126More sophisticated identification approaches
127reflect the broadening of the conceptual
128approaches to what is in fact ‘urban’. Remotely
129sensed data are generally used to detect the
130physical structure and composition of urban
131areas – residential, commercial or mixed
132neighbourhoods; green spaces or other open
133spaces – and of the built environment, whether
134urban or not (including airports, ports, high-
135ways, etc.) (Netzband & J€urgens 2010). The
136combination of land cover and population
137density criteria has been introduced with the
138aim to integrate and enhance the previous
139approaches. Thus, Weeks (2010) developed an
140’urban index’ combining census data with
141remotely-sensed data identifying characteristics
142of the built environment, like the proportional
143abundance of impervious surface combined
144with shade, and an original landscape metrics
145involving the measurement of the spatial con-
146figuration of the patches comprising each land
147cover class. In recent works in this line, other
148criteria are added. Schneider et al. (2010) use
149the concept of urban eco-regions (a stratifica-
150tion based on climate, vegetation, and urban
151topology) and the level of economic develop-
152ment (per capita gross domestic product in
153purchasing power parity) to map urban areas
154across the globe. Wandl et al. (2014) apply cri-
155teria such as ‘maximum population density’,
156referring to stable resident and floating work-
157ing population, and infrastructure land cover
158(from the Corine geodatabase) related to pop-
159ulation density, to characterise ‘intermediate’
160areas between the rural and the urban zones
161in two case studies (South Holland in the
162Netherlands and Tyrol in Austria). These more
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163 advanced methods thus recognise the impor-
164 tance of looking at the urban fabric in its func-
165 tional, relational, environmental contexts.
166 However, most of them rely on a process of
167 elaboration and ‘cleaning up’ of spurious data
168 sources which could be reasonably performed
169 at case study level but hardly systematically in
170 the whole European space.
171 In this sense, the adoption in this paper of
172 a pure population-based method to identify
173 urban areas has not only been a pragmatic
174 choice, determined by the availability of pop-
175 ulation data from homogeneous sources.
176 While this concern was obviously present,
177 this approach is seen as the more apt to con-
178 struct an European ‘base’ of finite urban
179 extensions which are then analysed in their
180 relational and functional dimensions in sub-
181 sequent stages of the TOWN project. This
182 method stands in contrast to a criterion
183 based on formal legal jurisdictions, which
184 could be used to examine institutional
185 arrangements, but it is subject to large heter-
186 ogeneity of scales, forms and functions across
187 countries (and even regions within the same
188 country) and hardly captures the dynamic
189 reconfiguration of human settlements within
190 wider systems. On the other hand, it stands
191 in direct relation with an analysis based on
192 relational patterns – for example daily flows
193 and economic connections – which contrib-
194 ute a deeper understanding of the structure
195 and functions of wider urban systems, but
196 use a consistently delimited space as the
197 basic spatial unit.
198 In this project we have used the GEOSTAT
199 database, which allows a uniform application
200 in the European space in order to develop a
201 first broad outlook of the dimension of the
202 small-sized urban phenomena across Europe.
203 As will be explained below, other criteria or
204 sources have been discarded either for lack
205 of homogeneity or for inconsistency in the
206 type of basic information associated to them
207 which is seen as crucial in the context of the
208 particular research project of which this exer-
209 cise is an integral part.
210 Thus, the TOWN project set on to, first,
211 pin-point what is really an ‘urban area’ in
212 pure terms of population and built environ-
213 ment, which would lead to the identification
214 of ‘urban stains’ contained in or stretching

215over formal borders; second, to classify them
216in relation to size and density; and third, to
217attribute to the so-derived spatial units the
218social and demographic values recalculating
219them from the underlying indicators gener-
220ally available at municipal or regional level.
221Only then it was possible to rely on a prop-
222erly defined database of urban areas which
223could be further analysed in functional
224terms. This method is consistent with recent
225approaches to the study of urban systems:
226not only the EC and OECD studies fre-
227quently quoted throughout this paper (which
228we have taken as an operational reference),
229but also some of the most inspiring ESPON
230projects, such as TRACC (Spiekermann et al.
2312014) focusing on interurban accessibility, or
232GEOSPECS (Gloersen et al. 2013), focusing
233on processes of functional disconnection,
234have used ‘morphological’ spatial units as a
235base for further elaborations.
236This paper illustrates the basic process of
237obtaining such European database of urban
238areas, the way the technical problems
239encountered have been dealt with, and the
240first insights from this construction. The
241material is so organised. The following sec-
242tion informs about the process and criteria
243followed to obtain a geo-base of urban settle-
244ments through aggregation of spatial grids of
2451 km2 into polygons throughout the Euro-
246pean space. The third section introduces one
247basic and two advanced typologies of urban
248settlements and explores the results of such
249classifications and of the geographical struc-
250tures so obtained, and the fourth section 4
251concludes.

252POINTS OF ENTRY AND DELIMITATION
253PROCEDURE OF SMST

254The first fundamental step in the definition
255of urban settlements from a morphological
256point of view has been the conceptualisation
257of the distinction between built-up and open-
258space areas. In general, an urban settlement
259is considered to be an area in which build-
260ings are not too sparse and contain a concen-
261tration of population that creates a sense of
262urban agglomeration. From this perspective,
263two parameters are most commonly used:
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264 first, the distance between buildings must be
265 inferior to a given threshold; second, the
266 total population of the built-up area must
267 exceed a certain level.
268 While the use of these parameters is com-
269 monly accepted in official definitions, there
270 are significant differences between thresholds
271 applied in each country. The United Nations
272 recommends that for the identification of
273 urban areas, a threshold of 200 metres as the
274 maximum distance between houses should
275 be used (Le Gl�eau et al. 1997), although in
276 some European countries the official criteria
277 shift this threshold from 50 metres, as in the
278 cases of the UK and Norway, to 250 metres
279 as in Belgium. In addition, there are differ-
280 ent interpretations for areas used for public,
281 commercial and industrial purposes. For the
282 second parameter, the continuous built-up
283 area can only be considered ‘urban’ if its
284 aggregated population exceeds a certain
285 threshold that also varies among different
286 countries (e.g. 200 inhabitants in Belgium
287 and the Nordic Countries), but other proxies
288 are also used (e.g. 50 occupied dwellings is
289 the threshold adopted in Ireland). Besides,
290 when built up areas approximate administra-
291 tive or statistical boundaries, the criterion
292 adopted for the identification of the urban
293 settlement is population density (as for
294 instance in the Netherlands, which considers
295 a threshold of 1,000 inhabitants per km2).
296 The method used to build a geo-database
297 of small and medium towns in the TOWN
298 project has, of necessity, been constrained by
299 data availability and harmonisation. It thus
300 followed the procedure implemented by the
301 EC Directorate for urban and Regional Policy
302 in the document ‘The New Degree of Urban-
303 isation’ (DEGURBA) (Dijkstra & Poelman
304 2014), which uses as a spatial base unit a
305 database of more than 2,000,000 grid cells of
306 1 km2 produced by GEOSTAT and the asso-
307 ciated population data in year 2006. This
308 methodology allows a greater accuracy of
309 population estimation than others also
310 employed by European Union agencies (Gal-
311 lego & Peedell 2001), and minimises the
312 problem related to the pycnophylactic inter-
313 polation (Tobler 1979), common in dasymet-
314 ric mapping.

315Elaborating data on population size and
316density in contiguous cells according to a
317method approved by the Eurostat Labour
318Market Working Group in 2011, the
319DEGURBA document has identified a num-
320ber of urban settlement structures classified
321into three ‘degrees of urbanisation’; in a simi-
322lar fashion OECD has classified urban areas
323in its recent ‘Redefining urban areas in
324OECD countries’ report (Brezzi et al. 2012):

3251. High-density urban clusters: settlements
326formed by a continuous agglomeration of
327grid cells of 1 km2 with a population den-
328sity of at least 1,500 inhabitants per km2

329and a minimum population of 50,000.
3302. Urban clusters: clusters of contiguous grid
331cells of 1 km2 with a density of at least 300
332inhabitants per km2 and a minimum pop-
333ulation of 5,000.
3343. Rural grid cells: grid cells outside urban
335clusters

336On the basis of this classification, the
337DEGURBA document has generated a three-
338way classification of LAU2s as follows:

3391. Densely populated area: (alternative
340name: cities or large urban area): At least
34150 per cent lives in high-density clusters.
3422. Intermediate density area (alternative
343name: towns and suburbs or small urban
344area): Less than 50 per cent of the popula-
345tion lives in rural grid cells and Less than
34650 per cent lives in a high-density cluster.
3473. Thinly populated area (alternative name:
348rural area): More than 50 per cent of the
349population lives in rural grid cells.

350DEGURBA also looked into the inner
351structure of urban settlements, distinguishing
352‘cores’ from ‘peripheries’ and sprawling
353urbanised areas within municipal delimita-
354tions. The approach of DEGURBA, as well as
355its validation procedures, has mainly focused
356on the structure of urbanisation for the
357larger European urban areas identified by
358cores that are ‘high density urban clusters’
359and their functional regions. It did not
360develop the same methodology at the lower
361urban scale (smaller and/or less dense urban
362clusters). In the TOWN project, small and
363medium towns (SMST) have been identified
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364 according to a differential approach with
365 respect to the DEGURBA document: hence,
366 urban settlements which are neither ‘high-
367 density urban clusters’, nor ‘rural grid cells’
368 according to Dijkstra and Poelman’s (2014)
369 classification.
370 The following procedure has therefore
371 been implemented in order to identify urban
372 clusters and SMST within them:

373 � selection of contiguous cells of at least
374 300 inh./km2;
375 � creation of polygons by aggregation of the
376 selected grid cells;2

377 � from the resulting polygons, high-density
378 urban clusters (i.e., polygons having at
379 least 1,500 inh./km2 and a population size
380 of more than 50,000) and other urban set-
381 tlements (thus with a density of less than
382 300 inh/km2 and a population of less than
383 5,000) have been separated out; and
384 � the remaining polygons, fitting the condi-
385 tion of a population size between 1,500
386 and 50,000 inhabitants (whatever their
387 population density, provided it is greater
388 than 300 inh./km2) or a density between
389 300 and 1,500 inh./km2 (whatever their
390 population size, provided it is greater than
391 1,500) are identified as SMST.

392 Thus, our first basic morphological classifi-
393 cation defines SMST as continuous urban
394 clusters with a population above 5,000 and a
395 density above 300 inh./km2 that are not
396 ‘high density urban clusters’ (HDUC) as
397 according to the DEGURBA definition;
398 therefore, these include:

399 � polygons with a total density (average den-
400 sity of all cells included) between 300 and
401 1,500 inh./km2 and a population between
402 5,000 and 50,000 inhabitants;
403 � polygons with a total density of more than
404 1,500 inh./km2 but a total population of
405 less than 50,000; and
406 � polygons with a total population of more
407 than 50,000 but a total density of less than
408 1,500 inh./km2.

409 By elimination, we then identify another
410 class of urban areas that are smaller than
411 SMST. Our basic classification of urban set-
412 tlements (TOWN Typology 1) thus includes

413also those settlements that are characterised
414by a population density superior to 300 inh./
415km2 but a population lower than 5,000 and
416therefore insufficient to be considered
417SMST, hence classified as ‘very small towns’
418(VST).
419The remaining entities (urbanised areas of
420less than 300 inh./km2) are classified, by
421exclusion, as ‘other settlement types’ and
422include unpopulated areas, sprawling urban-
423isations, or settlements that are too sparsely
424populated to be even considered VST and
425aggregated into polygons in our geodatabase.
426The legend of Figure F11 illustrates this classifi-
427cation, with nomenclatures and colours cor-
428responding to the maps.
429A first simple run of this procedure of geo-
430matic manipulation of the grid-based dataset
431provided by Geostat and the classification of
432the resulting polygons, yielded the following
433structure:

434� 846 urban settlements classified as HDUC;
435� 8,350 urban settlements classified as SMST;
436� 70,480 urban settlements classified as VST.

437However, other intermediate steps have
438been necessary in order to obtain a suffi-
439ciently accurate representation of the mor-
440phological settlement structures in the
441European space. The main issue has been the
442revision of the geomatic procedure, which
443inevitably led to a number of errors in the
444coherent delimitation of urban areas. Such
445errors depended on the poor capacity of grid
446surfaces, albeit at the 1km2 scale, to capture
447every type of continuity or gap in the urban
448fabric, and are inherent to any grid-based
449analysis (De Mers 2009). Areas that appear
450separated may be so ‘by accident’ mostly
451because of the imperfect superimposition of
452the grid geography with natural features; or,
453conversely, elements that the mere geomatic
454procedure has bundled together in one urban
455settlement, are in fact different ‘entities’ – for
456example, if separated by a watercourse, a
457national border, or other elements of discon-
458tinuity not captured at the 1km2 scale – that
459should be kept separated for analytic pur-
460poses. A number of other ‘accidents’ of this
461type may occur, and systematic detection and
462revision – which could be carried out, for
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Figure 1. Basic TOWN typology of urban settlements. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]
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463 instance, in the DEGURBA project because of
464 the relatively limited number of high density
465 urban clusters involved – becomes problem-
466 atic in this project that deals with more than
467 79,000 urban settlements.
468 Thus, the project has revised the original
469 procedure in 10 case study areas included in
470 the TOWN project,3 where the precision of
471 this geography was critical to the accuracy of
472 the analysis and thus the soundness of the sci-
473 entific results from this project. In these areas,
474 the morphological structure has been carefully
475 and systematically revised on the basis of local
476 knowledge, leading to the re-configuration and
477 re-classification of urban settlements.
478 After implementing the ‘acceptable’ revi-
479 sions as illustrated above and integrated the
480 database with the spatial information in
481 Cyprus,4 the procedure of classification of
482 urban settlement polygons was repeated,
483 yielding the following results:

484 � 8,414 urban settlements classified as SMST;
485 � 850 urban settlements classified as HDUC;
486 � 69,043 urban settlements classified as VST.

487 In Figure 1, SMST are mapped out as red
488 polygons, together with the HDUC in light
489 blue and VST in yellow. At a first glance,
490 SMST can barely be distinguished within the
491 wider scale of the ESPON space; however the
492 small detail reveals a richness of SMST on a
493 sector that goes from the south of England
494 throughout the Benelux and the West of
495 Germany to Italy, with other ‘clusters’ in the
496 industrial belt of South-Eastern Germany and
497 Poland, and along the whole Western Medi-
498 terranean arc from Spain to Italy; moreover
499 it illustrates the relative sparseness of SMST
500 in the interior of France, north-eastern
501 Spain, the Alpine arc, and the eastern side of
502 the pentagon area.
503 This classification includes among SMST
504 urban areas which would not normally be
505 considered ‘medium-sized’ towns, as is the
506 case of large sprawling conurbations in North-
507 eastern Italy, Belgium, and the German-
508 French border which can be easily spotted in
509 the map. In part, this is the result of the
510 method deployed, which does not allow for
511 ‘separations’ within continuously built-up set-
512 tlements, and it is problematic due to the fact

513that in most of the subsequent streams of
514analysis carried out in the TOWN project very
515large urban areas are pooled together with
516smaller and compacter settlements (and par-
517ticularly so where the morphology of such
518areas is complex, as in the ribbon-shaped con-
519figuration of many Belgian and German set-
520tlements). Yet it does make some sense from
521the point of view of the ‘morphological’ inter-
522pretation, because this continuity also pro-
523duces a certain commonness of urban issues
524and performances throughout these areas.
525This problem anyway has been dealt with
526through classifications of SMST (see next sec-
527tion), which single out specific dimensions of
528SMST, and in subsequent analytic stages of
529the TOWN project as the functional classifica-
530tion of urban centres.
531Table T11 offers some key descriptors of the
532polygon classes in AQ1Typology 1, where it is
533shown how as much as 53.7 per cent does not
534live in metropolitan areas, and notably short
535than a quarter of the European population
536lives in SMST, which on average are nine
537times smaller than HDUC, but are 10 times as
538numerous. At country level, we can distin-
539guish three main types of national urban set-
540tlement structures (the full table of results by
541country and classes of urban settlements is
542offered in Table A1 in the Appendix):

5431. countries with a neat prevalence of urbanised
544population, clustered in high-density urban
545centres, as Belgium, Switzerland, Greece, the
546Netherlands, Spain, the UK, as well as smaller
547island states as Iceland and Malta;
5482. countries with an overrepresentation of
549population living in smaller settlements,
550like Finland, France, Ireland, Lithuania,
551Luxembourg, Norway and Slovakia; and
5523. all other countries have a more balanced
553repartition of population between classes
554of high-density urban clusters and small
555and medium towns.

556To conclude this section, we stress that the
557method of obtaining a delimitation and classifi-
558cation of urban settlements, involving a sequence
559of elaborations on the original grid-based data-
560base and further manipulations as illustrated
561above, is not without limitations. We can point to
562three orders of problems in this sense.
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563The first is the sensitivity of the parametric
564specification adopted for the identification
565of the three basic classes of urban settle-
566ments. As the main concern of this study is
567the spatial distribution of urban settlement
568types, it is useful to test whether the spatial
569distribution of different classes would change
570substantially if other parameters would be
571adopted, looking at country level. To this
572aim we have considered six ‘variations’ on
573the original parametric scheme:

5741. all population size thresholds lowered by
57525 per cent;
5762. all population size thresholds increased by
57725 per cent;
5783. all density thresholds lowered by 25 per
579cent;
5804. all density thresholds increased by 25 per
581cent;
5825. both population size and density thresh-
583olds lowered by 25 per cent; and
5846. both population size and density thresh-
585olds increased by 25 per cent

586The results are provided in Table A2 in
587the Appendix. Figure F22 represents graphi-
588cally the percent change in the number of
589polygons obtained in relation to the original
590model for the three classes of urban settle-
591ments, country by country.
592The sensitivity of the original model to
593changes in parameters is higher for models E
594and F (both population size and density
595respectively decreased and increased by 25 per
596cent over original thresholds) and for small
597countries in terms of population size as Malta,
598Finland, Norway and Estonia; a sharp decrease
599of VST count is also noted for the Nether-
600lands. For the other countries both the count
601and distribution of urban settlements is rela-
602tively stable, with variations contained within
603the 50 per cent bounds for most countries,
604and a decreasing variance along the HDUC-
605SMST-VST scale. Table A2 shows the average
606percentage deviation over the original model
607of the six alternative models for the number of
608SMST polygons obtained, their surface, average
609population size and density. While variations
610on the population size and density are
611imposed by the parametric specifications, the
612variations of real interest regarding theT
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613 number and extension of the polygons
614 obtained in the alternative schemes. As it is
615 shown in Table A2, variations for small and
616 medium sized towns are generally inferior to
617 50 per cent for the numbers of polygons while
618 the average extension of the SMST polygons
619 varies less than 10 per cent with some excep-
620 tions regarding generally smaller and more
621 sparsely populated countries. The extreme var-
622 iations which are observed for HDUC could be
623 explained by the fact that this class of urban
624 settlement is situated on the extreme of the
625 distribution tails of the two indicators consid-
626 ered and is defined by elimination: thus the
627 maximum count values will always account for
628 a greater distance (in fact, the superior limit is
629 open). Indeed, any attempt of delineation of
630 urban types according to arbitrary thresholds
631 will produce such variability of the ‘extremes’
632 reflecting only in part empirical reality. In any
633 case we observe that variability is not overtly
634 high for the urban types which are the main
635 focus of this research, SMST (and VST), and
636 generally holds within reasonable limits in the
637 case of most European countries. At the same
638 time the original scheme is functional to con-
639 sistency with the basic identification criteria
640 introduced by the DEGURBA document.

641A second ‘sensitivity’ issue regards the
642method employed to create SMST polygons by
643aggregation of contiguous grid cells. First of all,
644it must be noted that our methods involves the
645aggregation of grid cells that are all superior to
646300 inh./km2, producing aggregate SMST den-
647sities that are in general well above the
648300 inh./km2 threshold. A more sophisticated
649method that generates clusters of contiguous
650grid cells whose aggregate density is superior to
651the 300 inh./km2 threshold would return dif-
652ferent results, specifically it would extend the
653number and morphology of urban settlements
654to include lower density grid cells generally at
655the fringes of urban areas. However, its applica-
656tion would be technically complex and subject
657to a certain degree of discretion in the delimi-
658tation of the resulting polygons. Moreover, it
659would be inconsistent with the method adopted
660by the EC and OECD, making our respective
661approaches incomparable.
662An opposite problem comes up with the
663construction of HDUC polygons ‘by elimina-
664tion’ from the set of polygons created that
665are to be considered SMST. The method
666used is substantially different from the one
667that identifies SMST: in fact, if HDUC were
668built by aggregation of contiguous cells that

Figure 2. Number of polygons classified as HDUC, SMST, VST in each country (percentage variation on original
model of 6 alternative parametric schemes). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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669 were all superior to 1,500 inh./km2, as in the
670 DEGURBA document, some ‘fringe’ areas
671 whose overall density is likely to be lower
672 than 1,500 inh./km2 would have been left
673 out (maybe resulting as SMST or VST
674 ‘attached’ to HDUC). This means that our
675 approach ‘over-represents’ HDUC – there
676 are parts of HDUC polygons which have the
677 characteristics of SMST in terms of their den-
678 sity and population dimensions. From the
679 functional point of view (that we are privileg-
680 ing in our approach, because the main focus
681 of this project is on the ‘role’ of SMST,
682 which is addressed primarily through a func-
683 tional analysis at urban system level – and
684 not on the shape or role of HDUC, as in the
685 DEGURBA study) separating these areas
686 would make little sense because they indicate
687 a sort of ‘functional continuity’ that should
688 be taken into account. Yet from a purely
689 morphological one it does create problems
690 in specific contexts of high urban sprawl and
691 dense urbanisations according to ‘ribbon
692 development’, problems which have only
693 been dealt with in the stages of verification
694 and revision of the geo-database in case study
695 regions. In order to address this issue, and
696 further fine-tune the morphological identifi-
697 cation and representation of SMST to the
698 one carried out in the DEGURBA document,
699 we proceed to investigate the inner structure
700 of SMST polygons.
701 Thus, we have gone back at the grid level
702 to pick those 1 km2 cells within SMST poly-
703 gons and classify them by their individual den-
704 sity. In this way we have a grasp of the
705 ‘underlying’ structure of urban polygons. This
706 method allows distinguishing, within one poly-
707 gon, the existence of a ‘core’ and a ‘fringe’,
708 and even, possibly, of high-density urban
709 nuclei within the core. Clearly, this method
710 does not lend itself to visualisation and repre-
711 sentation at the global EU scale; for this rea-
712 son it is more useful to show a number of
713 examples of the underlying urban settlement
714 structure in the case of ‘exemplary’ SMST pol-
715 ygons. In FigureF3 3 (upper part) we have
716 mapped the resulting settlement structure in
717 the urban area of Gent, a municipality of
718 approx. 240,000 inhabitants and a density of
719 1,550 inh./km2, which would therefore classify
720 it as a HDUC; yet, because of the sprawling

721morphological structure at its edges, and of
722the aggregation method employed, the poly-
723gon that includes it sprawls counts 382,425
724inhabitants and a density of 1,400 inh./km2,
725thus qualifying as a ‘large SMST’ in Typology
7263 below (map on the left side) in spite of the
727existence of a higher density ‘core’ – as can
728be seen from the map on the right side.
729Conversely, the maps in Figure 2 (lower
730part) illustrate the situation of the HDUC poly-
731gon of Brussels, a HDUC of 1.84 M inhabitants
732with a global density of 2,225 inh./km2 charac-
733terised by a sprawling lower-density ‘ribbon
734development’ into surrounding areas, especially
735to the Flanders territory in the North-west (left
736side); in the map on the right we can again see
737that the ‘high density core’ would exclude the
738larger parts of these ribbons. These maps make
739evident that the focus on SMST of this study
740produces a delimitation of urban settlements
741which may differ from that of DEGURBA, as
742argued in the previous section. In order to pick
743systematically such internal structures, we have
744used a common threshold of 1,500 inh./km2

745to characterise high-density grids within urban
746settlement polygons and produced a mapping
747of the overall ESPON space.
748A third order of problems that was faced is
749due to the fact that the 1 3 1 km dimension
750for the original raster database on which the
751construction of this geo-database is based, is
752relatively ‘rough’ – small discontinuities in the
753urban fabric could be significant in the pro-
754cess of ‘isolating’ urban settlements for the
755analysis also at distances that are far inferior to
7561 km. In fact, the construction of polygons in
757TOWN could be compared to the work
758recently conducted by the M4D project in the
759creation of a geodatabase of urban morpho-
760logical zones, which elaborated Corine-based
761urban cover grids at a much finer definition
762of 200m grid cells (Guerois at al. 2012). It
763must be noted that our work did not use the
764Corine database for the conceptual difficulty
765to separate out ‘populated’ land grids. As for
766other alternative sources, the LandScan data-
767base providing population information for
768grid cells was considered and subsequently dis-
769carded. In fact, the LandScan database does
770not include statistical population but ‘liveli-
771hood space’ information; therefore it is hardly
772apt to construct population-based polygons by
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773 aggregation.5 Moreover, for a study area with
774 distinct latitudes, as in this case the ESPON
775 space, data are better compared and

776aggregated using cells of a regular measure
777than with variable grid cells (the ‘30 minutes’
778grid cells as in the case of LandScan).

Figure 3. Above: urban agglomeration of Gent, Belgium. (left): SMST and HDUC polygons; (right): grid cells of
1 km2, classified in three density ranges. Below: Urban agglomeration of Brussels, Belgium. (left): SMST and HDUC
polygons; (right): grid cells of 1 km2, classified in three density ranges. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonli-
nelibrary.com]
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779TYPOLOGIES OF SMST

780SMST polygons have been further classified,
781considering different values of population
782and density of inhabitants.

783Population thresholds – A first enhancement
784oriented at a better understanding of popula-
785tion settlements introduces the subcategory of
786‘large SMST’ as those SMST that have more
787than 50,000 inhabitants, though having a total
788population density below the 1,500 inh./km2

789threshold of large urban areas. This typology
790(TOWN Typology 2) subdivides SMST into a
791class of 8,253 ‘normal’ and 100 ‘large’ SMST
792polygons across Europe. The latter correspond
793to a number of sprawling medium-density
794regions across Europe. The most evident cases
795in our geo-database refers to the metropolitan
796region of Porto (a ribbon shaped metropoli-
797tan area of 2.5 million inhabitants, with an
798overall population density of 1,330 inh./km2),
799the Saar region and the region of Gent, both
800above half million inhabitants, and other 29
801urban areas of more than a 100,000 inhabi-
802tants. A more sophisticated refinement of this
803SMST typology subdivides them further also
804including ‘small SMST’ as SMST with a popu-
805lation below 25,000 (TOWN Typology 3).
806As a result, we now include among SMST
807(and provide key stats for in Table T22):

808� 7,348 small SMST, with a population den-
809sity of more than 300 inh./km2 and a pop-
810ulation of less than 25,000;
811� 966 medium SMST, with a population den-
812sity of more than 300 inh./km2 and a pop-
813ulation between 25,000 and 50,000; and
814� 100 large SMST, with a population density
815of more than 300 inh./km2 (but smaller
816than 1,500 inh./km2) and a population of
817more than 50,000.

818The corresponding classification is mapped
819out in Figure F44. Large SMSTs are generally
820sprawling conurbations which in spite of a
821medium-sized compact city centre or a con-
822stellation of smaller centres, do not achieve
823globally sufficient density to be considered
824HDUC in the terms of our classification.
825Among them, the most surprising examples
826are provided by the Porto metropolitan area inT
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Figure 4. TOWN Typology of urban settlements based on 3 population classes (TOWN typology 3). [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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827 Northern Portugal (2.5 million inhabitants),
828 and setting around a population of half mil-
829 lion, the Saar area in Western Germany, many

830ribbon-shaped intermediate systems at the
831edge of the Brussels metropolitan region in
832Flanders and Wallonia, and multi-polar small

Figure 5. Zoom-in maps of Typology 3 urban settlements in (a – left side) Northern Portugal (Porto metropolitan
region) and (b –right side) Western Veneto (Vicenza and Verona provinces). [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 6. Cross-plot of populations and densities of SMST in TOWN typology 3. [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 7. TOWN Typology of urban settlements based on three population density classes (TOWN typology 4). [Col-
our figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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833towns’ system in the Western Veneto region.
834‘Zoom-in maps’ of Northern Portugal and
835Western Veneto regions are provided in Figure

F58365 (a) and (b).
837The distribution of the three classes is cap-
838tured by Figure F66, which cross-plots the vari-
839ous classes in this typology in terms of their
840population size and density (in logarithmic
841scales). The ribbon-shaped configuration is
842due to the discrete nature of surface values
843which produce discontinue values of density.
844This figure shows the relative dimensions
845and distributions of the various urban settle-
846ment classes in this typology along the two
847defining dimensions. It highlights the rela-
848tively large number of small-sized towns
849(below 25,000 inh.), compared to medium-
850sized towns above 25,000, and, within them,
851the ‘anomaly’ of large SMST with a popula-
852tion of more than 50,000 but a density lower
853than 1,500 inh./km2.
854Density thresholds – A second advanced
855typology of urban settlements (TOWN Typol-
856ogy 4) introduces an intermediate density
857threshold of 1,000 inh./km2and identifies:

858� 1,606 low-density SMST, with a population
859of more than 5,000 and a population den-
860sity between 300 and 1,000 inh./km2;
861� 3,382 medium-density SMST, with a popula-
862tion of more than 5,000 and a population den-
863sity between 1,000 and 1,500 inh./km2; and
864� 3,426 high-density SMST, with a popula-
865tion of more than 5,000 (and less than
86650,000) and a population density of more
867than 1,500 inh./km2.

868The correspondent classification is mapped
869out in Figure F77, and key stats of this typology
870are offered in Table T33. In this map, the major-
871ity of SMST in most countries belong to the
872higher density class, coinciding with traditional
873market towns and secondary poles in metro-
874politan regions, but we can also devise the
875presence of low-density SMST clusters around
876large metropolitan areas like Paris, Athens or
877Rome, and more diffused medium-density
878SMST networks in industrial areas in the Flan-
879ders, Northeast Italy, and Southern Poland, as
880well as on Italian coasts and along the main
881communication arteries in the European core.
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882 FigureF8 8 cross-plots the values of popula-
883 tion and density of the three SMST classes so
884 obtained. In contrast to Figure 5, this plot
885 returns an image of a more balanced mem-
886 bership of the three classes of SMST, distin-
887 guishing neatly low density urban settlements
888 (in orange), arguably identifying sprawling
889 sectors at the fringe of metropolitan areas
890 and other higher density nuclei, with the
891 ‘core’ groups of average density SMST (in
892 darker orange) and high-density SMST, hav-
893 ing a comparable urban fabric but a lower
894 population size than larger cities.

895 Spatial patterns of SMST – These classifica-
896 tions allow a first observation of spatial distribu-
897 tion patterns of SMST polygons, which will be
898 further extended in analytic terms in other
899 papers included in this special issue (namely by
900 Smith and Servillo & Russo), relating urbanisa-
901 tion structures with local and regional perform-
902 ance. In this purely exploratory exercise we rather
903 look at the existence of general trends of concen-
904 tration and dispersion of small and medium sized
905 town throughout the ESPON space.
906 FigureF9 9 maps a kernel representation6 of the
907 dispersion of the centroids of SMST polygons

908and plots the average of such values within
909NUTS3 regions against the locations of HDUC
910centroids. The technique used to build kernel
911dispersion measures guarantees that this analysis
912does not depend by the uneven scale of NUTS 3
913delimitations. The map shows a high concentra-
914tion of SMST in the most densely populated
915NUTS 3 regions of the ESPON space of the EU
916core, which is expected. Yet the correlation
917index between the average kernel values and
918population densities of NUTS3 is not particularly
919high (R2: 0.16), leaving space for a large varia-
920tion according to territorial contexts.
921Indeed, when picking correlations nation by
922nation, such correlations are significant at the
9231 per cent level only for the cases of Bulgaria
924(R2: 0.54), Germany (R2: 0.19), Greece (R2:
9250.39), Finland (R2: 0.75), France (R2: 0.45),
926Italy (R2: 0.27), and Sweden (R2: 0.64), plus
927Iceland and Malta. In most other countries the
928relation is looser and only significant at the 5
929per cent level (Denmark, Hungary, Latvia, Por-
930tugal, Romania) or not significant in all other
931cases, whereas in the Netherlands, Spain and
932Switzerland it is (not significantly) negative.
933Although the size and shape of SMST is
934not taken into account in this analysis, this

Figure 8. Cross-plot of populations and densities of SMST in TOWN Typology 4. [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 9. Kernel analysis of SMST centroids, 100 km search radius. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonli-
nelibrary.com]
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935 suggests a certain diversity of territorial popu-
936 lation structures, with regions and countries
937 where SMST are rather organised in dense
938 urban hierarchies pivoted by HDUC and
939 other situations in which the territory has a
940 more balanced and loose structure of SMST
941 which does not strictly depend on the role of
942 HDUC but rather tends to form regional sys-
943 tems pivoted by SMST themselves. As two
944 exemplary representations of these territorial
945 structures, we show in FigureF10 10 a and b two
946 ‘zoom in’ maps of the German Western
947 region and of the central region of Spain.

948 CONCLUSIONS

949 By way of conclusions, we point at the value that
950 this exercise may have in the scope of an enquiry
951 into the role of small and medium-sized towns in
952 their territorial context and for further research
953 into this topic. However functional to subsequent
954 tasks, this geomatic exercise is per se a relevant
955 legacy of the TOWN project: from a methodo-
956 logical point of view, because it contributes
957 towards the creation of a geo-database at the fin-
958 est spatial scale beyond the limitations of

959unevenness in scale, nomenclature, and political
960status, which is known to affect spatial analysis
961carried out at the ‘traditional’ administrative lev-
962els of NUTS 2/3 or LAU 2. From a scientific per-
963spective, it provides a first impression of
964territorial structures of urbanisation throughout
965Europe, at different scales: the pan-European,
966illustrating the diversity of the European space in
967terms of prevailing settlement types and their ter-
968ritorial distribution; the regional, especially in
969relation to urban and metropolitan systems, their
970compactness and nuclear form; and the local,
971which looks at the inner structure of urban
972settlements.
973Two pieces of information stand out in
974this sense: first, that a consistent share of the
975European population – almost a quarter –
976does not dwell in large, high-density cities, or
977in rural areas, which have nevertheless been
978the main focus of territorial policy by the
979European Union, let alone being the privi-
980leged objects of urban and regional research;
981and second that the European territory dis-
982plays a large variety of population and urban
983system structures, beyond the archetypal met-
984ropolitan regional systems by which small
985and medium-sized towns and conceived (and

Figure 10. (a) urban structure of the estern region of Germany; (b) urban structure of the central region of Spain.
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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986 catered for by regional policy) only as appen-
987 dices of hierarchical urban systems pivoted
988 by large high-density urban cores.

989 Notes

990 1. The TOWN project, a collaborative research
991 project funded by the ESPON 2013 pro-
992 gramme, has investigated the status, role and
993 potentials and barriers for development of
994 small and medium-sized towns in their func-
995 tional territorial context, and provided insights
996 for a new urban and regional strategy focusing
997 on this type of urban settlements as an instru-
998 ment for achieving the EU policy objective of
999 territorial cohesion. In this sense, the project

1000 has filled the gap left by more traditional
1001 approaches in which larger metropolitan areas
1002 have been situated at the centre of the
1003 research (and political) agenda.
1004 2. The procedure might have included the follow-
1005 ing additional geomatic manipulations carried
1006 out in the DEGURBA document:

1007 � contiguity at diagonal level could be
1008 considered; in this case, a larger num-
1009 ber of grid cells could fall within urban
1010 areas and so larger polygons could be
1011 created; and
1012 � empty gaps inside the polygons could
1013 be filled; they may identify empty spaces
1014 which nevertheless represents element
1015 of urban continuity (a lake, a large
1016 park, etc.), and including them in the
1017 polygons that surround them would
1018 seem appropriate, but from a merely
1019 geo-statistical point of view it is better at
1020 this stage to leave them out.

1021 The TOWN project did not eventually carry
1022 out these manipulations, having considered
1023 that they would have extended the dimension
1024 and complicated the morphology of urban
1025 area units beyond the analytic needs of the
1026 TOWN project; besides, it has been considered
1027 that at the relatively smaller scale of SMST set-
1028 tlements, including ‘gaps’ could lead to a mis-
1029 representation of their morphology.
1030 3. These were three individual countries and
1031 (mostly) NUTS 1 regions in seven other differ-
1032 ent EU member countries, which have been the
1033 object of close scrutiny and analysis by TOWN
1034 partners and subcontractors: the region of

1035Flanders in Belgium, the Czech Republic, the
1036region of Catalonia in Spain, the Central Region
1037of France, the region of Piedmont in Italy, the
1038region of Mazovia in Poland, Northern Sweden,
1039Slovenia, Wales, and Cyprus.
10404. The source geodatabase did not include raster
1041data on Cyprus’ population. In order to
1042include the Cyprus ESPON space in our analy-
1043sis, some further operations needed to be car-
1044ried out, combining data from the Corine
1045land-cover map (version 16 [04/2012], includ-
1046ing data from 2006) and the Cyprus demo-
1047graphic census (2011) at post-code level. This
1048methodology yielded the geomatic identifica-
1049tion of 3 HDUC, 2 SMST and 6 VST in the
1050Cyprus ESPON territory. In order to verify the
1051goodness of this approach, an expert opinion
1052was asked to the subcontracted Cyprus case
1053study team. Following their advice, some
1054arrangements on the number and shape of
1055final delimitations were made, establishing 3
1056HDUC, 10 SMST and 1 VST.
10575. LandScan offers a global ambient population
1058distribution considering 30 3 30 minute cells,
1059built through a multivariable dasymetric
1060model. The ambient population is an average
1061population distribution, which considers the
1062spatial extension of livelihood routines of a
1063population beyond its dwelling locations,
1064whereas the former is a dynamic way to con-
1065ceive population distributions, in contrast to
1066the static properties of the latter. LandScan
1067departs from subnational census data, tailored
1068to the country or region referred, using a num-
1069ber of ancillary data as dependent variables,
1070such as land cover, roads, slope, urban areas,
1071or village locations. The resulting analysis is a
1072dynamic spatial modelling approach revealing
1073where people move around, but unable to
1074show where people dwell or how they do it
1075(Balk et al. 2010).
10766. This kernel analysis has used 10 3 10 km grids
1077and a search radium of 100 km. It picks for
1078every quadrat the number of SMST centroids,
1079calculates the sum of their distances, and aver-
1080ages these values within each NUTS 3 region.
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